Abstract-This paper presents the design of composite right/left handed transmission line (CRLH TL) wideband metamaterial antenna. The bandwidth enhancement was achieved by replacing horizontal ohm's shape slot with series horizontal slot. A comprehensive parametric analysis using Computer Simulation Technology CST software is carried out by varying the position of the slot Ln to determine the effectiveness of the concept and find the right position of the slot for obtaining the wideband. From the simulation work, it was found that the impedance bandwidth covered from 2.2 GHz to 4.6 GHz which is equivalent to 75% fractional bandwidth. The antenna has a compact size of 30 by 16.80 mm 2 . It has three different resonating bands at 2.6 GHz, 3.4 GHz and 4.5
I. INTRODUCTION
The first paper academic on metamaterial was written by Russian physicist Victor Veselago in 1968 [1] . But experimental work on it behavior was done by Smith in year 2000 [2] . Metamaterials are unnatural material with properties not available in nature depending on it negative microscopic parameters, permittivity and permeability [3] . In reality purely left handed (PLH) material does not exist, therefore composite right/left handed material (CRLH) unit cell which possess DPS, DNG or ENG/MNG within paticular frequency range are mostly used. Compoite right/left handed unit cell are modeled based on it four lump element circuit parameters such as series capacitance CL and shunt inductance LL which account for the LH propagation and series LR and shunt CR which account for RH propagation. Equation (1), (2) , (3) to (4) represent the series resonant frequency, shunt resonant frequency and two cuttoff frequencies respectively [4] .
(1) There are several attempts by resarchers for enhancing the bandwidth of and high efficient parformance antenna by using metamaterial. Among the effort include complanar waveguide metamaterial antennas based on composite right/left handed transmission line unit cell in different shaped like coplanar waveguide-Fed antenna design by varying the gap of ohm's and series horizontal slot in the patches in order to enhancement the bandwidth [5] . Also metamaterial loaded substrate under the patch and back of conductor with U and inverted-U shape are utilized which resulted to wide-band [6] . Similar methodology applied in [7] and improved bandwidth by using resonant ring. Interestingly, coplanar waveguide-Fed grounding over metallic and quarter wave transformer generate ultra-wide band [8] . In this paper, we present the proposed design and simulation of compact coplanar waveguidefed wideband metamaterial antenna under the basic of [5] . The proposed antenna consist of physical features different from [5] which contributed in obtaining wideband. Design and optimization was achieved by using CST software. 
Fig. 2 Parametric Result of Proposed Antenna
Then we separately simulated the antenna at position L4 = 5.8 mm and obtained a wideband which covered from 2.2 GHz to 4.6 GHz which is equivalent to 75% fractional bandwidth. The wideband have operating bands at 2.6 GHz, 3.4 GHz and 4.5
GHz. Figure. 3 shows the simulated reflection coefficient of the proposed antenna. IV. CONCLUSION The objective of the design was to design wideband metamaterial antenna. The investigation has concluded that bandwidth of antenna was improved by creating a horizontal slot in the top patch. The antenna resonates at 2.6 GHz, 3.4 GHz and 4.5 GHz with realised peak gain of 2.39 dBi, 2.41 dBi, and 3.22 dBi respectively and average efficiency of 95%. From the result the antenna can be utilized for WLAN application. Further work can be done to reconfigure the antenna to obtain single bands for alternative in multi frequency operation such as cognitive radio application to reduce spectrum congestion and interference.
